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Eco-Friendly Car Owner: Best Practical Electric Cars For 2021
Our Friends · Wednesday, February 3rd, 2021

Cars will keep improving and manufacturers will not stop getting more and more technologically
savvy with each passing year. The latter are pressed to keep up with the trends that the world’s
innovators keep setting in their attempt to find ways to care for Mother Earth. Lessening our
carbon footprint by creating “cars that care” is deemed quite important. Vehicles of the present and
future generations should no longer contribute to pollution.
Cars have not only been a means to go from one location to another; they now have become a part
of every other important moment of our lives. They have become companions to both our sad and
happy times. We certainly want to keep our “romance” with cars going, but preferably without
compromising the health of our environment.
It is now the perfect time to be a responsible car user. It is now the time to help the earth breathe.
It’s now time to get an electric car instead of a gas-fueled one. Having an electric car is not only
for the rich. Everyone can own an environmentally sustainable ride. Here are the best affordable
electric cars for 2021.
Dacia Spring Electric EV
If you want an SUV and don’t want to spend a ton of money, the Dacia Spring Electric EV is a
good choice. Of course, there are other cars for those who only want to spend a little when it comes
to comfort in their travels and environmental impact. For those who are in need of a small SUV
city car, the Dacia Spring Electric EV is the right car for you. This car is practical and modest yet it
is a fully electric car.
The Dacia Spring Electric EV is also comfortable and roomy, it has four doors and it is considered
to be for four people. It has great infotainment as well with good interiors. Plus, despite having
superior features, it is the cheapest electric city car in Europe. For your auto-loan  needs, check out
this review so you can strategically get a car now with your budget
Smart EQ Forfour
If you want a beautiful yet affordable improved city car, you might consider buying a  Smart EQ
Forfour. This car is stylish and it can be bought with 40 colors which can be customized with
different shades. This means every Smart EQ Forfour will look different.
This five door car is tiny and can be easily manoeuvred while driving within the town. Parking the
car or doing U-turns should be easy. It can also accommodate limited people but it is spacious
despite being a small car. Plus, both interior and exterior materials are good quality.
Kia e-Niro
You should consider buying Kia e-Niro if you are looking for a practical electric SUV car. This car
is not as stylish as compared to other mentioned vehicles but it does its job. It also has the same
power as its Tesla counterparts.
This car’s interiors are also roomy and it can accommodate five people. Its infotainment is good
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with Apple Carplay and Android Auto. Its added features are adaptive cruise control, keyless entry,
plus a camera that can go on reverse. This car is one of the best electric cars you can buy in the
market if you only need something affordable yet does its job. Its performance is impressive and it
is safe and secure.
2020 Toyota Camry XLE Hybrid
A 2020 Toyota Camry XLE Hybrid is for someone who wants  a mid-size electric hybrid SUV and
is trying to budget their money. No need to spend loads of money for a cat with premium features.
What to ask for? This car can give you huge savings on gas for a sporty-looking car. It is also
spacious and it never compromised on its interiors. It has good infotainment both for adults and
kids and it is also safe and secure.
Hyundai Kona Electric
Hyundai Kona Electric is a good affordable SUV if you want something fast and spacious, which
is an amazing offer for an SUV car. It has the seating capacity of five and is good for a family car.
This car is for the busy people that need an assistant. Its interiors are made with superior high
quality materials with great infotainment and luxurious feel. This is the combination of style and
comfort.
Takeaway
It is now the time to switch to an electric car. You cannot compromise the new technology it offers
and especially it is time to lessen your carbon footprint as mother earth needs to be saved quickly.
Eco-friendly cars need not to be expensive despite having new technology. These cars also try to
tap anyone even those with only modest needs.
It is time to plan buying your new car now because your old gas-fueled car will soon be obsolete. It
is now the time to be environmentally conscious and be a car owner that contributes to saving
mother earth.
Car photo created by prostooleh – www.freepik.com 
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